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"I have not encountered a charity that can do so much with so little, and
with so much energy, no nonsense, kindness and authenticity"
KARA - WEST COAST PARTNER

Founders'
Note

"In the midst of a pandemic, there were
boundless opportunities to make a difference"
2020 was certainly a very memorable and
unprecedented year. A year with many
challenges...but, in the midst of lockdowns,
isolations and social distancing, the most
amazing acts of love, generosity, kindness and
personal sacrifice brought us all closer
together.
With incredible partners at our side, we rose to
the growing food insecurity challenge and
ramped up our efforts to serve 1500 meals per
day, 7 days per week. We managed to not only
retain, but also grow our amazing team and we
collaborated and formed partnerships and
friendships that will truly go the distance.
More than 3000 vulnerable people were cared
for by our feeding stations, clothing handouts,
PPE and toiletries distributions. We even
managed to squeeze in several impactful youth
and community development programmes once
lockdown restrictions were eased!

We are immensely humbled by the
countless acts of heroism and generosity we
have witnessed, and the miracles we have
experienced over the past year.
2020 was the first year ever where our
income exceeded our budget. All this is
thanks to amazing donors, partners and
friends who supported us and made the
impossible, possible.
We saw an amazing move from community
work being done TO or FOR communities,
to being done WITH and BY communities.
We are excited to see these partnerships
and projects flourish in the year ahead.
The stories of love and unity that follow are
to YOUR account!
We salute you.
Nigel & Sher'Neil Savel
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Who we are
9Miles Project is a community-based nonprofit organisation that was founded in Cape Town in 2013.
Using surfing as a drawcard, 9Miles provides safe spaces and structured afterschool programmes for
impoverished and vulnerable children in marginalised coastal communities; and offers food aid, literacy
and academic support, mentorship, job creation, skills development, and holistic support to at-risk
youth and their communities in the areas of Cape Town, Elands Bay, and St Francis Bay in South Africa.
With headquarters at Strandfontein Pavilion, Cape Town, our organisation is a safe haven and refuge
for youth who have very few resources, and even fewer positive role models in their lives.

7 years of Sustained
Impact
9Miles Project’s slogan is “Going the distance” which
speaks to our vision of sustainable programmes,
extended reach, and long–term impact. It is of utmost
importance for our organisation and programmes to
not only survive, but thrive in the long-term.
Our sustained impact and reach is made possible by
strong governance and compliance, an active and
experienced board, strategic partnerships, committed
donors, engaged beneficiaries, community-based staff,
and a passionate database of supporters and
volunteers.
In addition, the following social enterprises generate
income which is ploughed back into our youth and
community development programmes:
2nd Chance Surf shop
Surfboard Repairs
9Miles Cafe
Surf lessons to the public
Teambuilding

2020 Financial highlights
2020 was the first year ever where our
income exceeded our budget.
Our projected annual food budget of
R250 000 became our monthly food
budget at the heart of lockdown
30% of our income came from in-kind
donations
For every R1 donated, 65c goes directly
to our programmes and beneficiaries

Sustainable
Development
Goals
Our programmes are aligned with 10
of the 17 United Nations sustainable
development goals.
1. No Poverty
2. Zero hunger
3. Good Health and Wellbeing
4. Reduced Inequalities
5. Quality education
6. Gender equality
7. Decent work and economic growth
8. Responsible production and consumption
9. Partnerships
10. Life below water

Our Harsh
Reality
Our beneficiaries typically come from homes
or communities where the following social
ills are rife:

1. Hunger and food insecurity
2. Poverty
3. Domestic violence, neglect and abuse
4. Substance abuse
5. Illiteracy
6. Gangsterism
7. Rampant unemployment
8. Teenage pregnancy
9. Sexual grooming and pimping
10. Pollution and poor sanitation
In addition, at-risk youth lack access to free, safe,
structured programmes which offer positive
recreational activities and learning opportunities
to keep them off the street, and to provide them
with positive role models whom they can emulate.

A New Reality
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South Africa is recognised as the most unequal country in the world and
children in marginalised and impoverished communities struggle on a
daily basis to survive, let alone thrive. Even before the Covid-19
lockdown began, millions were already living below the poverty line and
social ills such as rampant unemployment, substance abuse, neglect,
hunger, poverty, and gender-based violence were rife.
The lockdown further exposed the huge inequalities and social issues
and the vulnerable became more vulnerable, compelling NGOs and
individuals to further rise to the challenge of providing mass essential
services such as food and holistic support, spreading awareness, and
reducing disinformation and panic at the community-level.
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The need for community-based organisations that combat poverty,
uphold social stability, create employment and skills development
opportunities, and build resilient youth and communities, became
greater than ever.

Covid-19 Relief
Response
Exceptional times call for exceptional efforts...

Lockdown was hard and sudden, our response swift and agile... With many of
our other programmes unable to run during lockdown, we ramped up our
feeding efforts in response to the dire need of many who were unable to provide
for themselves. Our feeding programme expanded to all four communities on
Camp Road, Strandfontein and we started collaborating with, and supporting
many other feeding stations across the Cape Flats as well.

Community support during COVID

Food Programme
As an organisation, we were so humbled by the
incredible support of individuals and businesses
whose donations helped us to purchase the
necessary supplies needed to run the daily food
programme which started on 30 March. We
went from thinking about how to feed 90
children in the community, to feeding 1000
people daily; and our annual food budget soon
became our monthly budget.
We formed a strategic partnership with HOSA
(Hope Southern Africa) and Hands and Feet, two
of the nonprofit organisations also operating in
the informal settlements on Camp Road; and
shared logistics, resources and staff to ensure
that the four feeding stations ran like a welloiled machine.

We were further supported by the Strandfontein CAN group and Lace up for Change; and
community members stepped in as volunteer cooks - a beautiful example of how partnerships and
collaboration can truly uplift communities.

PPE & Holistic Support

In partnership with HOSA, we distributed 1000
masks and hand sanitisers to the community
members on Camp Road.
73 Moms and moms-to-be received milk and
diapers for their little ones, and almost 300
children received beanies and gloves during
winter.
The formal partnership with HOSA and Hands and
Feet ended on 30 June when they resumed their other
community programmes, but they still offer invaluable
logistical support as-and-when needed.

Community support
during COVID
continued
Mayoral Relief Fund
Our good governance and compliance
allowed us to act as an umbrella
organisation and made it possible for five
other community feeding schemes to access
Covid relief funding from the Mayoral Fund.
We were able to provide support to a total
of 9 feeding schemes in the Strandfontein
and Mitchells Plain area.
Mayoral Fund Beneficiary organisations:
9Miles Project, HOSA & Hands and Feet
(Strandfontein
Informal
settlements),
Christian Care Givers NPO & Seed Sowers
Ministry (Strandfontein Village), San Remo
Feeding Programme, Strandfontein Feeding
Programme, Hearts of Gold (Mitchells
Plain), and Georgie's Angels (Phillipi
Horticultural Area)

COVID-19
Relief Impact
at a glance
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239 600
Meals served
(30 March - 31 December)

280

1510
Food Relief hampers/parcels
distributed

days serving food to our
beneficiaries

3000+

9

beneficiaries received ongoing
food support during lockdown
and beyond

feeding stations were supported
by 9Miles with food supplies

2 meals per day
7 days per week
In Strandfontein, Cape Town

*STATS APPLY TO CAPE TOWN FEEDING STATIONS ONLY

Donor Feedback
Just to know where to give
responsibly is a really key thing for
me... to know a guy like Nigel is
actually doing the work in a
community where he lives just down
the road... it's just so inspiring for
one, but secondly, you know where
your donations are going and that for
me is key.
There's a lot of things happening out
in the world and South Africa, and you
you don't quite know where your stuff
goes... but here you are reassured
that 9Miles is giving to the people who
really need it most
Alan van Gysen, world renowned
photographer & writer
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Adjusting to the new
normal...
Once restrictions were lifted, beach
activities and inter-provincial travel were
once again allowed. We set out to
customise our programmes and offer
activities to our children in small groups
while observing all Covid safety protocols
such as temperature readings, hand
sanitising, a "no mask,no entry" policy etc.
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Surf Therapy & Competitions
Surf therapy

During lockdown our children were
trapped in their communities with no
stimulation or access to learning or
recreational activities; and we were
met with daily stories about how much
they missed surfing!
Once restrictions were eased we
started offering surf sessions in small
groups and it made such a huge
difference to their mental, physical
and emotional health.

Cape Crown Competition

Some of our Cape Town boys
participated in the Sea Harvest Cape
Crown competition at Long Beach in
December. Win or lose, these events
build character and confidence and we
love to see them pushing themselves.

Environmental Awareness
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#SeaTheBiggerPicture
Some of our children spent a lovely day
exploring the ocean with the amazing
team at #seathebiggerpicture at the
beginning of March. They were filmed
by Oscar and Emmy-winning filmmaker
Roger Ross Williams. We are so grateful
to our environmental partners for
helping them to expand their horizons.

Coastal cleanup
Our Elands Bay kids participated in a
fun beach cleanup in celebration of
International Coastal Cleanup Day in
September which was organised by
Audrey and EBEDAG (Elands Bay
Environmental and Development Action
group)

Beach Co-Op & Argonaut Science
In September a few of our kids spent an
adventurous morning on St James beach
with Argonaut Science and The Beach
Co-Op, and explored life below water
with photography and snorkeling.

Girl
Empowerment
The number of girls in our programmes have increased
and we have continued to build on our girls-only surf
and mentorship sessions that were launched in 2019.

Mentorship
In addition to regular training sessions, and participating in trials
and competitions, the girls are also receiving group and one-onone mentorship opportunities.

Inspirational visit
Our Cape Town ladies were delighted and
inspired when we received a visit from Rhonda
Harper of Black Girls Surf, and Khadija Sambe Senegal's 1st Professional female surfer. Thank
you to Colin Fitch from World Surf League for
arranging the visit!

Province!
A few of our children participated in Western
Province trials in February and we were so
thrilled when four of our girls were selected to
represent Western Province Surfing at the Sea
Harvest Grommet Games in Port Elizabeth in
March. Sadly, the games were cancelled due to
Covid but we are hopeful that there will be
another opportunity for them in the near future.

Literacy Support & Online learning
In South Africa we were on a full
lockdown from 27 March and all schools
and learning institutions were forced to
close.
With the shutting down of schools and the
disruption and destabilisation that this
caused, private schools were offering their
students online learning, but our children
in marginalised communities (who attend
low, or no fees schools with fewer
resources) were unable to access any
learning opportunities. They were
therefore excluded, just roamed aimlessly
at home, and lost time by being idle and
unstimulated.
This has firmed our resolve to strengthen
our literacy and academic support
programme which aims to bridge the
digital divide experienced by impoverished
youth, and provide access to online
learning and literacy resources. We are
immensely grateful to donors and
partners who gave our digital learning
programme a huge kickstart with the
donation of learning resources, computer
tablets, workbooks etc. during lockdown.

Books for Africa
Strandfontein, Athlone, Strand, Mitchells Plain, Parkwood, Zeekoevlei and
beyond!

Schools, nonprofits and reading clubs all across Cape Town have benefited from the
amazing shipping container of books that we received from Books For Africa...all
the way from the States.
We naturally kept some for our kids in Cape Town, Elands Bay and St Francis Bay as
well, and the added bonus is that the container was used to contribute towards our
Elands Bay Clubhouse which will be erected in February 2021 in partnership with
Breadline Africa.

Elands Bay
Surf Project
Our West Coast team really held down the fort
during the heart of lockdown and they
supported and motivated the children when
programmes were restricted.
We are so grateful to Greg Bertish at The Little
Optimist and local resident, Kara Combrinck,
for the amazing work they did in Elands Bay
during lockdown.
From transporting our goods and donations
from Cape Town, to checking in on our
children, and providing food supplies for all the
feeding schemes in the tiny fishing village, they
really went the distance to ensure that
everyone was well supported during that
challenging time.

Elands Bay
Highlights
Growth
The demand and interest in our programmes have
grown and an average of 30 children participate in
activities on a daily basis, with numbers rising to 45 on
hot days.
Having two permanent staff members running mini
programmes and checking in on families kept children
engaged, stimulated, healthy and safe.

Mentorship for Girls
The girls in the community have shown a keen interest
in our programmes such as art therapy, embroidery,
bracelet threading, and mentorship sessions. They
thrived under the guidance of Emma, our West Coast
programmes coordinator.

Safety first
We are grateful to Nicole Anthoney at the N.S.R.I for
her continued commitment to providing water safety
and first aid training to the children.

Youth programme
Our team participated in a Youth programme organised
by the Rural Youth Development Network in June and
delivered cooked food, toiletries, and educational
pamphlets to 200 youth.

St Francis Bay
Surf Project
Because of the national lockdown, and the
restriction on inter-provincial travel, we were
unable to see the 10 boys and their families
from Sea Vista who are in our programme in
the Eastern Cape for most of the year.
We tried to touch base with them regularly and
managed to organise some food hampers for
their families in July - which was kindly
facilitated by our partners at St Francis United
Church.
When lockdown restrictions were eased we
wasted no time and travelled to St Francis
twice between September and November. We
spent time coaching and mentoring the boys,
and held a small youth gathering called
Activate: Love Encounter.
We also hosted our first internationallyrecognised Passport to Success course for
unemployed youth in Sea Vista which was very
impactful.

Passport to Success (PTS)
11 dedicated participants diligently attended the 10-day course which was facilitated by our staff, and held at the beautiful Sea Vista Library
over two weeks in November. PTS is an internationally-recognised course created by The International Youth Foundation. The life
empowerment and entrepreneurship curriculum has been implemented in more than 50 countries and is used by many leading organisations
such as Microsoft, McDonalds, Hilton Hotels etc.
At the end of the 10 days, the participants tearfully walked away with new friends and champions, lifechanging skills, and practical tools and
support such as a certificate of completion, professionally designed CVs, and letters of recommendation which will help them to go jobhunting with confidence.

PTS attendee feedback
"I have learnt how to control my
emotions, I used to lose control and get
angry and now I feel like I can manage it
better...
I wasn't confident, I was afraid to talk in
front of so many people. I was always
afraid to say something wrong and I felt
like people would judge me for what I
would say but now I am free, I can talk
in front of many people. Before I came
here, in my mind, I wanted to work in a
place where I can be alone. I was never
engaged in teamwork, and always
wanted to work by myself but now I am
happy to work with so many people and
in a team."
Pumza - PTS attendee

2020 Highlights
Although our Covid relief efforts was our core focus for many months, there were many
other exciting projects and events in 2020 which brought us joy...
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Clubhouse
renovation

Over the past 7 years we have been diligent custodians of the
space we were generously granted usage of at Strandfontein
Pavilion by the City of Cape Town. What started out as a cold
storage and rubble-filled area, was slowly transformed into an
exciting and welcoming safe space for vulnerable youth; and
venues for skills development, employment and social
enterprises.
The biggest highlight of the year for us was the renovation of our
Clubhouse, Cafe, Surf Shop, and Repair Bay thanks to an amazing
grant from the Japanese Government. This was also made
possible by our longest-standing partner SAOTA, and SAOTA
Leap who provided co-funding. Thanks to A&C Maintenance (our
construction company who went the extra mile), our newly
refurbished space is functionally-fit and a true haven for youth
and community development programmes.

Clubhouse
Renovation - Before

Clubhouse
Renovation

AFTER

Highlights continued
Aloha!
We were incredibly thrilled when Nigel was selected as
the 2020 winner of the Aloha Award - a global award
that recognises individuals who spread the stoke and
make a difference to the community or planet.
His prize included $5000 for the charity of his choice as
well as a trip to Nomatu Island in Fiji.

Exact!
The children in our programmes, as well as many community
members and families benefited from a huge clothing donation
worth over R200 000 from Exact Clothing which kitted them
out with much-needed outfits for Winter and Christmas.

Lights, camera,action!
We featured on the Expresso Show on SABC3 in December
as part of the Wavescape Festival coverage, and two of our
girls were interviewed along with Danica Le Fleur, our Head
of Operations. We were so proud of how well our young
ladies handled their first time on live television!

Highlights
The French Connection

An exciting new initiative which is part of the project
“Alliance 3.0" funded by the Principality of Monaco in
partnership with the Fondation Alliance Francaise, this
multi-pronged project offers 5 at-risk youth from our
Strandfontein community the opportunity to learn French
(which is a skill needed in several fields in South Africa),
acquire business and communication skills, and receive
learning and job opportunities. In addition, we are
providing them with holistic support such as meals,
transport and toiletries for the duration of the project.
The cherry on top? A lifechanging trip to France for the
top 3 students at the end of 2021!
The year-long project will open so many doors and
opportunities for them - especially in the tourism and
hospitality industries - and we are so grateful to be a part
of this amazing youth development journey.

The Brothers Bertish
We made history in October when we sailed little optimists (dinghies) in
the Strandfontein Tidal pool as part of the Little Optimist Great Challenge
charity event under the guidance of Greg Bertish who regularly provides
amazing sailing therapy opportunities to our children.
In December we also welcomed his brother, Chris Bertish, the man who
courageously paddled across the Atlantic ocean to our clubhouse. A
longstanding friend of our organisation, he spent a lovely day surfing and
sharing his adventures with the kids.
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Spreading some Festive Cheer
370 gifts, 5 communities, and immeasurable joy!
On Monday, 21 December, we had the pleasure of partnering
with Hands and Feet and HOSA for Festive gatherings in 7de
Laan, Masincedane, and Oppermans Oord on Camp Road,
Strandfontein. The story of Christmas was shared with the kids
and each person (aged 0-18) received a gift, meal, and snacks.

Community Garden Project
DirectAxis Staff volunteering project

Thanks to our amazing friends at DirectAxis in Diep River, we have
a lovely kitchen garden growing in 7de Laan, Strandfontein.
The garden is diligently managed by local residents, Michelle
Anthony and Ederies Samodien, and has already yielded
vegetables such as eggplant, peppers, chillies, tomatoes and
more! We look forward to using all the produce in our feeding
kitchens.

Parent Feedback
"We just want to say thank
you so much. Loeshin has
changed so much already
and he's only been in the
project for a month. He's
not so angry anymore, he
helps out at home, and he
is so much more calm than
he was before. I want him
to be a part of everything
at 9Miles."
David and Samantha - Parents of Loeshin

The Nitty Gritty
9Miles Project is a registered nonprofit and public
benefit organisation with Section 18A tax exemption status.
Registered name: Nine Miles Project
NPO 116-995 I PBO 930 046 181
Level 1 BBEEE I 100% Black beneficiaries
Reporting period:
1 January - 31 December 2020
Contact persons: Nigel & Sher'Neil Savel (Founders)
Mobile: +27 082 042 7701 I +27 082 997 8754
info@9milesproject.org I www.9milesproject.org

@9milesproject

Vision
A transformed society where created opportunities are maximised and our youth are effectively developed, empowered and
integrated into their communities and society.

Mission
Through the provision of literacy programmes, supplementary education, surf therapy, feeding schemes, poverty
relief, job creation, life skills and leadership programmes, 9Miles Project creates sustainable opportunities that
engage, uplift, equip and empower impoverished and high-risk youth from coastal informal settlements and
surrounding communities.
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A massive, sincere, and heartfelt thanks goes to all our friends, family, donors,
partners, staff, volunteers, community members, and children, for going the
distance with us in 2020.
Our hearts are overflowing with gratitude!
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